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ABSTRACT

Climate change research uses an ensemble of general circulation model runs (GCMs-runs) to predict future climate under uncertainties. To

reduce computational costs, this study selects representative GCM-runs (RGCM-runs) for Western North America (WNA) based on their per-

formance in replicating historical climate conditions from 1981 to 2005 and projecting future changes from 1981–2010 to 2071–2100. This

evaluation is conducted under two representative concentration pathways (RCPs) scenarios, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, from the Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project 5. By using an envelope-based selection technique and a multi-objective distance-based approach, we identify

four RGCM-runs per RCP representing diverse climatic conditions, including wet-warm, wet-cold, dry-warm, and dry-cold. Compared to

the full-set, these selected runs show a decreased mean absolute error (MAE) between the reference and RGCM-runs concerning the

monthly average mean air temperature (T̄) and precipitation (P̄). For RCP4.5, T̄ MAE is 0.45 (vs. 0.58 in the full-set) and P̄ MAE is 0.31

(vs. 0.42). For RCP8.5, T̄ MAE is 0.51 (vs. 0.75) and P̄ MAE is 0.25 (vs. 0.36). The lower MAE values in the RGCM-run set indicate closer align-

ment between predicted and reference values, making the RGCM-run suitable for climate impact assessments in the region.

Key words: climate change, climatic uncertainty, general circulation models, model-run reduction, representative model-runs, Western
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HIGHLIGHTS

• Pioneered a multistep framework for representative general circulation model run (RGCM-run) selection in Western North America,

considering computing limitations and ensuring diverse climatic scenarios.

• Compared temperature and precipitation variability under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, aiding decision-making in the context of climate change.

• Demonstrated substantial reduction in mean absolute error for vital climatic variables using selected RGCM-runs, reducing uncertainty.
1. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the potential impacts of climate change on a global and regional scale is essential for formulating comprehen-

sive resilience plans to mitigate its consequences. Climate change has been identified as a global threat, affecting various
sectors and regions differently (Abbass et al. 2022). The increasing frequency of extreme weather events, such as hurricanes,
droughts, and floods, poses significant challenges to people across the world. It is important to analyze the evolving climate
impact on specific regions or sectors and develop customized resilience-building strategies to prepare for and recover from

disasters (Zwiers et al. 2013). In addition, the assessment of the impacts of climate change at different levels of global warm-
ing informs national and international policy discussions around mitigation targets (Arnell et al. 2019). This underscores the
importance of improving resilience to climate and natural disasters at both the national and international levels.

The US Historical Climatology Network (USHCN) database analysis from 1990 to 2020 in Western North America (WNA)
reveals significant temperature and precipitation changes (Bonfils et al. 2008; Rosen & Guenther 2015). Advanced numerical
tools, such as Earth system models (ESMs) and general circulation models (GCMs), play an important role in quantitatively

understanding climate change impacts (Chang et al. 2018; Doulabian et al. 2021). With 61 distinct GCMs in the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project 5 archive, the ensemble of GCMs evolves to represent potential future climate, incorporating
finer resolutions and more processes (Taylor et al. 2012; Gulizia & Camilloni 2015). Ensemble GCMs provide a more reliable
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representation of potential climate changes, capturing uncertainties related to natural variability, socioeconomic develop-

ments, and model discrepancies (Kaini et al. 2020; Parding et al. 2020). However, the growing number of GCMs poses
computational challenges for climate impact research (Gopal Shrestha & Pradhanang 2022). Various model reduction tech-
niques are emerging to address these challenges, preserving essential GCM ensemble characteristics while enhancing

efficiency and usability (Senatore et al. 2022; Thi Huong et al. 2023). These reductions utilize two primary methodologies:
the past-performance approach and the envelope-based approach (Seager et al. 2007; Pierce et al. 2009; Biemans et al. 2013).

The past-performance approach involves selecting GCM-runs based on their ability to accurately simulate past and present
climate conditions. This approach assumes that models that have performed well in the past are more likely to provide

reliable projections of future climate change (Biemans et al. 2013; Parding et al. 2020). However, the past-performance
approach may result in a limited range of future projections. This is because models that are not as skilled at simulating
both present and past climate conditions may be excluded from the reduction process, potentially resulting in the absence

of plausible future scenarios (Pierce et al. 2009). The enveloped-based approach involves selecting models that cover a
broad range of projections for one or more climatological variables of interest. This approach seeks to account for the poten-
tial futures as predicted by the entire collection of GCMs (Immerzeel et al. 2013). Nevertheless, one disadvantage of using this

approach is that it does not take into account the skill of the models to accurately predict both the present and the past cli-
mates (Lutz et al. 2016b). As a result, some models that are less reliable in simulating both present and past climate conditions
may be included in the selection, potentially leading to less accurate projections of future climate changes. Lutz et al. (2016b)
developed an approach that integrates the past-performance and envelope approaches to select representative general circu-
lation model runs (RGCM-runs), reproducing both the simulations of past climatic conditions and the projected changes in
key climate variables. This methodology, referenced in various studies (Kaini et al. 2020; Gopal Shrestha & Pradhanang
2022), involves selecting RGCM-runs covering diverse climate variables. By evaluating their performance in capturing cli-

matic changes, including extreme indices and historical datasets, these chosen RGCM-runs are deemed suitable for
conducting climate impact assessments and crafting adaptation plans. This integrated approach is crucial in climate research,
especially for evaluating the effects of climate change on various infrastructures and environments.

In this study, we aim to select RGCM-runs based on their ability to simulate past and future climate changes under two
representative concentration pathway (RCPs) scenarios, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. Our approach follows Lutz et al. (2016b),
but using a distinct multi-objective distance-based history matching technique. Also, this study distinguishes itself by applying

the envelope-based method for the selection of RGCM-runs in the WNA region. We evaluate an initial set of 105 and 77
GCM-runs for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, respectively, using three criteria: (i) capturing changes in the monthly mean precipitation
and air temperature; (ii) capturing changes in the monthly mean extreme indices; and (iii) matching the historical and refer-
ence datasets (i.e., history matching). This framework selects a sub-set of four RGCM-runs for each RCP to represent the full

set and capture different types of climatic conditions, including wet-warm, wet-cold, dry-warm, and dry-cold scenarios, which
represent the extremes of the climatic spectrum. The selection of RGCM-runs for WNA is imperative to enhance our under-
standing of how climate change will impact this region specifically. The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2

provides a background for the study area and discusses the data sources used in this study. Section 3 describes a five-step
workflow including different criteria and scoring to select the RGCM-runs. In Section 4, results from the study area are pre-
sented as a form of selected RGCM-runs. Finally, in Section 6, the main conclusions are presented.
2. FOCUS AREA AND DATASETS

2.1. Focus area

In this study, we focus on the WNA region, shown in Figure 1, including the northwestern and western states of the United
States, along with the southwestern and western provinces and territories of Canada. Since the 1940s, the average annual

temperature in the WNA has risen 1��2�C, particularly during the winter and spring seasons (Vincent & Gullett 1999).
Temperature reconstructions based on tree-ring data (Opała-Owczarek & Niedźwiedź 2019) indicate that spring tempera-
tures in WNA during the previous 50 years have been greater than any comparable time during the last 900 years (Wang

et al. 2012). In terms of precipitation patterns, observational evidence underscores significant changes in precipitation pat-
terns within the studied area. For example, in southern Canada, annual precipitation has exhibited an increase ranging
from 5 to 35% throughout the period spanning from 1900 to 1998 (Kuttippurath et al. 2021). In addition, observational
://iwa.silverchair.com/jwcc/article-pdf/15/2/686/1376128/jwc0150686.pdf



Figure 1 | The topography map of North America. The zoom section shows the study area of WNA covering the northwest and western
states of the United States and the southwest and western provinces and territories of Canada.
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records indicate a roughly 4% rise in the average annual precipitation across the United States during the period from 1901 to
2015 (Easterling et al. 2017).

2.2. Model simulations and reference datasets

Three types of data from WNA are used in this study: (i) CMIP5 output fields: The changes in mean air temperature (DT ) and
precipitation (DP) simulated by the GCMs of CMIP5 between the two 30-year periods of 1981–2010 and 2071–2100 are
obtained. The output resolution of the GCM is 2:5� � 2:5�, which has been re-gridded using the Royal Netherlands Meteor-
ological Institute (KNMI) Climate Explorer (Climexp 2023). It is worth noting that the resolution adjustment was made to

ensure consistency, given that not all CMIP5 GCMs have a 2.5-degree resolution; (ii) CMIP5-derived extreme indices: The
extreme indices used for assessing the chosen RGCM-runs are derived from the archive generated by the Expert Team on
Climate Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI) (I CORE and CORE II 2023); and (iii) Reference datasets: We employ refer-
ence temperature data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts’ global reanalyses, ERA5 (Hersbach

et al. 2020), and reference precipitation data from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP), version 2.3 (Adler
et al. 2018), to evaluate the selected representative GCMs.

3. METHODOLOGY

The methodology used in this study involves selecting RGCM-runs that cover a wide range of climate scenarios, including
both historical and projected future conditions. The workflow, as shown in Figure 2, comprises two main sections: (a)

GCM-runs preparation, where we select RCPs that can be used for long-term and short-term climate modeling experiments.
We prepare all available GCMs and various runs of a model for each RCP to consider uncertainty in future climate change.
During the GCM-run reduction process, it is important to note that GCMs and their multiple runs are often treated as inde-

pendent options, when in fact they are not entirely independent. This means that runs of a single GCM can be influenced by
the same underlying model structures, algorithms, and assumptions; and (b) GCM-runs reduction, where we select the
RGCM-runs by evaluating their performance on three criteria: (i) capturing changes in the monthly mean precipitation
om http://iwa.silverchair.com/jwcc/article-pdf/15/2/686/1376128/jwc0150686.pdf
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Figure 2 | RGCM-run reduction workflow. The workflow includes two main sections: (a) GCM-runs preparation where we select RCPs, and (b)
GCM-runs reduction where we select the RGCM-runs by evaluating their performance on three criteria: (i) capturing changes in the clima-
tology of precipitation and temperature, (ii) capturing changes in the extreme indices, and (iii) matching the historical and reference datasets
(i.e., history matching).
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and air temperature, (ii) capturing changes in the monthly mean extreme indices, and (iii) matching the historical and refer-

ence datasets (i.e., history matching).

3.1. GCM-runs preparation

Four RCPs are utilized for both short-term and long-term experiments in the context of CMIP5 (Peters et al. 2013). While each
of the four RCPs represents the anticipated radiative forcing levels by 2100 based on the existing literature, practical constraints
often lead to trade-offs in climate change impact studies. In this study, we prioritize emission scenarios that cover a wider range

of radiative forcing and future temperature anomalies (Van Vuuren et al. 2011; Kaini et al. 2020). Therefore, we exclude RCP4.5
and RCP8.5 for the GCM-runs collection process. Although our analysis focuses on these two RCPs, the methodology can be
adapted to incorporate other pathways. We then use the GCM-runs sourced from CMIP5, emphasizing those that provide area-
averaged monthly mean air temperature and monthly total precipitation data. This approach resulted in an initial pool of 77

runs for the RCP8.5 scenario and 105 runs for the RCP4.5 scenario. The GCM-runs listed in Appendix A constitute the founda-
tional dataset for subsequent analyses and play an essential role in selecting RGCM-runs in the WNA region.

3.2. Initial reduction of the GCM-runs

The initial reduction in GCM-runs is established based on projections, indicating changes in mean air temperature (DT ) and
precipitation (DP). While it is important to note that different GCM-runs may have varying abilities to project different climate
://iwa.silverchair.com/jwcc/article-pdf/15/2/686/1376128/jwc0150686.pdf
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variables, the approach of considering both DT and DP together serves several important purposes. First, by evaluating both

temperature and precipitation changes, the selection process aims to identify GCM-runs that can effectively represent diverse
climate scenarios, including wet-warm, wet-cold, dry-warm, and dry-cold conditions. In addition, the inclusion of both DT and
DP in the selection process helps to ensure that the chosen GCM-runs can capture the interconnected nature of temperature

and precipitation changes, which are fundamental components of climate dynamics. This approach acknowledges the com-
plex interactions between temperature and precipitation in shaping climate patterns and allows for the identification of GCM-
runs that demonstrate a balanced representation of these important variables. Furthermore, the consideration of both DT and
DP aligns with the goal of selecting RGCM-runs that can provide reliable projections of future climate changes across a range

of climatic variables. By incorporating both temperature and precipitation in the selection criteria, the methodology aims to
identify GCM-runs that are capable of capturing the multi-faceted nature of climate change, thereby enhancing the robustness
and comprehensiveness of the selected ensemble.

The climatic changes are averaged over the 2:5� � 2:5� grid cells within the WNA region between the periods of 1981–2010
and 2071–2100. To begin the selection of the initial sub-set of GCM-runs, we compute the DT (in degrees Celsius) and DP (as a
percentage) between the aforementioned time intervals. DT is calculated as the difference between the mean temperature of

the two time periods, and DP is calculated as the difference between the mean precipitation of the two time periods, expressed
as a percentage change. For each GCM, we calculate the mean DT and DP by averaging the changes across the members of
the ensemble, assigning equal weight to each model. We then determine the 10th and 90th percentile values of DT and DP for

RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 GCM-runs (Wondmageghu Tenfie et al. 2022). These values represent the four corners of a two-dimen-
sional projection of temperature versus precipitation changes. The choice of the 10th and 90th percentile values is intended to
capture the range of variability in the projected changes in temperature and precipitation while disregarding outliers. The
10th percentile values for DT and DP indicate the ‘cold and dry’ part of the spectrum. The 10th percentile value for DT and

the 90th percentile value for DP represent the ‘cold and wet’ part of the spectrum. The 90th percentile value for DT and the
10th percentile value for DP represent the ‘warm and dry’ part of the spectrum. The 90th percentile values for DT and DP
indicate the ‘warm and wet’ part of the spectrum. We use the Euclidean distance metric (You et al. 2022) to determine

the proximity of each GCM-run’s percentile rank scores to the corners of the projection space for DT and DP within the
full ensemble. The Euclidean distance is defined as follows:

d ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(x2 � x1)

2 þ (y2 � y1)
2

q
(1)

where d is the Euclidean distance between two points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) (Mahjour et al. 2021a, 2021b). Figure 3 provides a

visual representation of the distribution of GCM-runs concerning DT and DP. Each data point in the figure corresponds to an
individual GCM-run and reflects its positioning in a two-dimensional space defined by the DT (y-axis) and DP (x-axis). The
placement of these data points demonstrates their proximity to the corners of the projection space, representing specific per-

centile rank scores for DT and DP within the full GCM ensemble. The Euclidean distance metric is used to determine the
proximity of each GCM-run’s percentile rank scores to the corners of this projection space.

From the ensemble, we select the five GCM-runs for each corner that possess the lowest Euclidean distance and monthly

data. Lutz et al. (2016b) used five models because they found that this number provided a sufficient range of probable out-
comes while still keeping the computational requirements manageable. Following their approach, we also use five models
in our study. It is worth mentioning that the reduction of models is restricted to those with daily data, as this is necessary
for future decision-making processes and statistical downscaling of GCM-runs at a later stage (Lutz et al. 2016b). In this

study, the availability of daily data for the temperature and precipitation is examined at the Climate4impact portal
(Climate4impact 2023). The initial reduction process results in the selection of 20 GCM-runs for each RCP (i.e., five
model-runs for each of the four corners).

3.3. Refined reduction of the GCM-runs

The refined GCM-run reduction procedure is based on the predicted monthly mean changes in the indices of extreme climatic
conditions. According to the Special Report on Extreme Events (SREX) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(Seneviratne et al. 2021), extreme climatic events and changes are particularly significant due to their potentially catastrophic
impact on humanity and ecosystems. To perform the refined reduction process, we focus on extreme temperature and precipi-
tation events. To do this, we use the ETCCDI for air temperature and precipitation. For air temperature, the warm spell
om http://iwa.silverchair.com/jwcc/article-pdf/15/2/686/1376128/jwc0150686.pdf
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Figure 3 | Schematic distribution of GCM-runs in two-dimensional DT-DP space. Calculating DT and DP involves determining differences in
the average monthly mean climate variables between the second and first 30-year periods and dividing these differences by the average
values of the initial 30-year period (Lutz et al. 2016a).
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duration index (WSDI) indicates the number of days in at least 6 days when the daily maximum temperature TXij exceeds the

90th percentile. The cold spell duration index (CSDI) signifies the number of days in at least six days when TXij falls below the
10th percentile. On the other hand, for precipitation, the consecutive dry day (CDD) represents the maximum duration of dry
spells (P , 1 mm), and the R99pTOT signifies the precipitation resulting from highly wet days exceeding the 99th percentile

(Lutz et al. 2016b).
To begin with, we compute these four indices for each year in both the future period (2071–2100) and the past period

(1981–2010) within the study area using the database compiled by Sillmann et al. (2013). For models not in the database,

GCM-runs are downloaded from the climate4impact portal (Climate4impact 2023) and ETCCDI indices are computed
using the Max-Planck Institute for Meteorology’s Climate Data Operator (CDO-version 1.6.4) (Kaini et al. 2020). The indices
need to be averaged over a period of 30 years, and the difference in their averages indicates variability in climate extremes.

The GCM-runs are then selected based on the climatic indices that are most appropriate for the ensemble corner in which
they are situated. In the Warm-Dry projection corner, the selected indices are WSDI and CDD. Moving to the Warm-Wet
corner, the chosen indices are WSDI and R99pTOT. On the Cold-Wet corner, the selected indices are CSDI and
R99pTOT. Finally, in the cold-dry corner, the chosen indices are CSDI and CDD. For the initial selection of five models

for each corner, the two relevant indices are ranked and assigned values ranging from 1 to 5. The final score for each
GCM-run is obtained by averaging the two scores given to the indices. Based on this final score, the two highest scores
are considered to select the GCM-runs for the next step of GCM reduction.
3.4. Final reduction of the GCM-runs

The final GCM-run reduction procedure evaluates the GCM-runs based on their ability to simulate the monthly mean air
temperature and precipitation, which are calculated annually during the reference period spanning from 1981 to 2005
(i.e., history matching). The reference period refers to a specific time frame in the past for which we have observed climate
data that can be used to assess the performance of GCM-runs (Mendlik & Gobiet 2016). We compare the GCM-runs to refer-

ence datasets and evaluate their capability to reproduce crucial climate characteristics. The reference datasets used for this
evaluation include temperature data from ERA5, a global reanalysis dataset from the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts, and precipitation data from version 2.3 of the GPCP. These datasets cover the reference period from

1981 to 2005. To determine the skill score, we use a multi-objective distance-based approach that measures the Euclidean
distance between the GCM-runs selected from the refined reduction step and reference datasets for temperature and precipi-
tation, taking into account monthly values within the 25-year reference period. We first normalize the air temperature and
://iwa.silverchair.com/jwcc/article-pdf/15/2/686/1376128/jwc0150686.pdf
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precipitation values from both the GCM-runs and the reference datasets to a standardized range of zero to one by Chai &

Draxler (2014),

Xnormalized ¼ X�Xmin

Xmax �Xmin
(2)

where X is the climate variable to be normalized, Xnormalized is the normalized value, Xmin is the minimum value of X, and
Xmax is the maximum value of X. Afterward, we compute the Euclidean distance between the normalized data of the

GCM-runs and the reference datasets for temperature (T-distance) and precipitation (P-distance) separately. We then use a
multi-objective approach by averaging these distances, thereby incorporating both precipitation and temperature metrics to
determine the skill scores of GCM-runs. At each corner, the GCM-run with the lowest average normalized distance is

selected, indicating the smallest deviation from the reference value. To evaluate the effectiveness of our distance-based
approach in selecting the final RGCM-runs based on the past performance of GCM-runs, the mean absolute error (MAE)
is used, which is defined by,

MAE ¼ 1
n

Xn

i¼1

jpi � �pj (3)

where n is the number of samples or observations, pi is the predicted value of the ith sample or observation, and �p is the true
value of the ith sample or observation (Hodson 2022). The purpose of this comparison is to assess the closeness of the be-
havior of the RGCM-run set to the actual values. To interpret the results of this comparison, we look at the magnitude of

the MAE for each set. If the MAE for the RGCM-run set is smaller than the MAE for the full-sets, this would suggest that
the behavior of the RGCM-run set is closer to the actual values. By following this procedure, one RGCM-run is selected
from each corner, resulting in four RGCM-runs from each RCP. These can be used reliably in climate impact assessments

under uncertainty.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The initial GCM-run selection process is based on the projected changes in DT and DP between the periods of 1981–2010 and
2071–2100. For each GCM-run, we calculate its distance to the 10th and 90th percentile values in the corners. Subsequently,
we choose the five GCM-runs with the shortest Euclidean distance to each corner. Figure 4 represents the outcome of this
initial GCM-run reduction for each RCP, with a primary focus on capturing mean climate changes. Gray circles represent

the model-runs not chosen for the subsequent GCM reduction stage. The chosen GCM-runs’ proximity to the 10th and
90th percentiles (red symbols) may vary significantly. For example, the GCM-runs selected for the warm and dry corner of
RCP8.5 are relatively close to the corner, while several models chosen for the cold and wet corner are at a considerable dis-

tance. This difference is partly due to the limited availability of GCM-runs with daily output. In Figure 4, gray circles represent
GCM-runs that are not selected for the subsequent stage of GCM reduction. These models cannot meet the criteria set for
proximity to the 10th and 90th percentile values. From the initial 105 GCM-runs of RCP4.5 and 77 GCM-runs of RCP8.5,

a total of 20 model-runs were selected for each RCP. Furthermore, in the RCP4.5 initial GCM pool, the DT ranges from
0:8 to 3:8�C, and DP ranges from –2.8 to 13.2%. For the RCP8.5 initial GCM pool, DT ranges from 2:78 to 6:31�C, and
DP ranges from –0.39 to 23.50%. The variability in the projections of DT and DP is markedly higher for the RCP8.5 model

pool due to substantially higher greenhouse gas emissions in the RCP8.5 scenario, resulting in increased radiative forcing
and more pronounced changes in temperature and precipitation.

In the next step of the GCM-run reduction process, the changes in the four defined ETCCDI indices between 1981–2010
and 2071–2100 are calculated for the GCM-runs that remained after the initial GCM-run reduction (total of 20 for each RCP).

The results obtained from the refined selection step are shown in Figure 5(a)–(d) for RCP4.5 and Figure 5(e)–(h) for RCP8.5,
considering the relevant indices. The refined reduction of GCM-runs was based on the two highest averaged rank scores. In
cases where two or three GCM-runs possess identical highest or second-highest averaged rank scores, they are also chosen.

Accordingly, 10 GCM-runs out of 20 were selected for each RCP. In RCP4.5, the following selections were made: for warm–

dry, CSIRO-Mk3-6-0.r10i1p1 and BNU-ESM.r1i1p1 were chosen; for warm–wet, CanESM2.r1i1p1, CanESM2.r3i1p1, and
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0.r1i1p1 were selected; for cold–wet, CCSM4.r4i1p1 and GISS-E2-R.r6i1p1 were chosen; and for cold–dry,
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Figure 4 | Scatter plots of changes in mean air temperature (DT) versus changes in precipitation (DP) projected for the GCM-runs in
(a) RCP4.5 and (b) RCP8.5 between 2071 and 2100, and 1981 and 2010. The variation in projected DT and DP is significantly greater for the
RCP8.5 model pool compared to the RCP4.5 model pool. The 10th and 90th percentile values (corners of the full climatic spectrum) for DT and
DP are highlighted by red symbols. Gray circles reflect the model-runs that were not chosen for the next stage of GCM reduction. The GCM-
runs are selected that demonstrate minimum distance from the 10th and 90th percentile values of DT (�C) and DP (%), while possessing daily
data. From the 105 GCM-runs of RCP4.5 and 77 GCM-runs of RCP8.5, we selected a total of 20 model-runs for each RCP.
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CCSM4.r3i1p1, GFDL-ESM2M.r1i1p1, and MPI-ESM-MR.r3i1p1 were selected. On the other hand, in RCP8.5, the selections
were as follows: for warm–dry, HadGEM2-AO.r1i1p1, HadGEM2-ES.r4i1p1, and IPSL-CM5A-LR.r1i1p1 were chosen; for

warm–wet, CanESM2.r1i1p1 and CanESM2.r2i1p1 were selected; for cold–wet, CNRM-CM5.r1i1p1 and MRI-
CGCM3.r1i1p1 were chosen; and for cold–dry, CCSM4.r2i1p1, GFDL-ESM2M.r1i1p1, and inmcm4.r1i1p1 were selected.
It is important to note that this approach to calculating an averaged rank score may exclude GCM-runs with the greatest
change in one ETCCDI index due to the lowest change in another. For example, in the warm and dry corner, the model

HadGEM2-ES.r4i1p1 in RCP4.5 predicts the most substantial increases in CDD. Nevertheless, it was not selected due to a
lower averaged rank score compared to CSIRO-Mk3-6-0.r10i1p1 and BNU-ESM.r1i1p1, which had higher averaged rank
score, even though they did not project the same level of increase in CDD. Figure 6 illustrates that GCM-runs that exhibit

significant changes in mean air temperature also display notable changes in extreme weather events. This trend is evident
across the 20 GCM-runs from the initial selection of each RCP, as well as the full-set of GCM-runs. The extent of change
in the indices, as indicated by the shadow colors in the figure, is closely associated with changes in temperature and precipi-

tation in both GCM-run sets. This is because extreme events are often caused by the same underlying factors that produce
fluctuations in means, such as atmospheric circulation, ocean currents, and land use. For example, higher temperatures
can increase the frequency and intensity of heat waves and the likelihood of droughts in some areas, as well as heavy rainfall

in others. In both RCP scenarios from the 20 GCM-runs and the full-set, models that project the greatest increases in mean air
temperature also show the largest increases in warm spells and the most significant declines in cold spells, see Figure 6(a), (b),
(e), and (f). For precipitation, the general correlation between models that exhibit a larger increase in total precipitation and
those that predict a greater increase in precipitation on extremely wet days holds for both RCPs, see Figure 6(c), (d), (g), and

(h)). In addition, the selected GCM-runs in this stage indicate that the CSDI is projected to decrease by 50.2–86.4% based on
RCP4.5 and by 87.8–98.3% based on RCP8.5. This shows that future nights are expected to be warmer (Paul & Maity 2023).
The WSDI is projected to increase by 603.9–1331.4% for RCP4.5 and 894.1–1,475.5% for RCP8.5. An increase in WSDI indi-

cates a rise in future maximum temperatures compared to the past. The majority of ensemble members predict that the CDD
and R99pTOT will increase for both RCPs, showing that there will be more heatwaves, storms, and floods in the WNA in the
coming decades. Detailed information regarding the changes in index values is provided in Appendix B.
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Figure 5 | Refined selection of the GCM-runs from the ensembles of RCP4.5 (a)–(d), and RCP8.5 (e)–(h) based on the relevant indices. To
obtain the final score for each GCM-run, the two relevant indices are scored and averaged (shown in black color). The two highest final scores
are then used to choose two or three GCM-runs from a total of five GCM-runs in each corner. Calculating the average rank helps to eliminate
models that exhibit the greatest change in one ETCCDI index but the lowest change in another. During the refined selection, 10 GCM-runs
were selected out of 20.
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Figure 7 depicts the seasonal mean changes in temperature and precipitation for three sets of GCM-runs: (i) the initial
ensemble GCM-runs, comprising 77 model-runs for RCP8.5 and 105 model-runs for RCP4.5; (ii) 20 GCM-runs for each
RCP obtained from the initial selection process based on the changes in climatic means; and (iii) 10 GCM-runs for each

RCP obtained from the refined selection process based on the changes in extreme indices. The results show that, across
the GCM-runs and months, there is a consistent trend of mean changes in temperature and precipitation change for both
RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios. According to Figure 7(a) and (c), the mean air temperature changes depicted across the

GCM-run sets are observed to be consistent for the months under both RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios. This suggests a simi-
larity in the projected temperature changes regardless of the size of the GCM-run sub-set selected. In Figure 7(b) and (d), the
analysis of precipitation changes between August and December reveals similar average changes for both RCPs across the
om http://iwa.silverchair.com/jwcc/article-pdf/15/2/686/1376128/jwc0150686.pdf
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Figure 6 | Changes in projected DT, DWSDI, and DCSDI between 2071–2100 and 1981–2010 for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 across the full-set of
GCM-runs ((a), (c), (e), and (g)) and the 20 GCM-runs from the initial selection ((b), (d), (f), and (h)). The extent of change in the indices, as
indicated by the shadow colors in the figure, is closely associated with changes in temperature and precipitation in both GCM-run sets.
In both RCPs from the 20 GCM-runs and the full-set, models that project the greatest increases in mean air temperature show the largest
increases in warm spells and the most significant declines in cold spells, see (a), (b), (e), and (f). For precipitation, the general correlation
between models that exhibit a larger increase in total precipitation and those that predict a greater increase in precipitation on extremely wet
days holds for both RCPs, see (c), (d), (g), and (h).
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Figure 7 | The seasonal mean changes in temperature and precipitation between 1981–2010 and 2071–2100 for three sets of GCMruns:
(i) full ensemble GCM-runs, including 77 and 105 GCM-runs for RCP8.5 and RCP4.5, respectively; (ii) 20 GCM-runs for each RCP obtained from
the initial selection process based on the changes in climatic means; and (iii) 10 GCM-runs for each RCP obtained from the refined selection
process based on the changes in extreme indices. The mean air temperature change for the sets of GCM-runs is about the same for the
months for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 ((a) and (c)). The analysis of the results shows that the average change in precipitation during the period from
August to December is approximately the same for both RCPs ((b) and (d)).
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different GCM-run sub-sets. This indicates a certain consistency in projected precipitation alterations irrespective of the

ensemble size chosen.
Furthermore, to assess the similarity between the mean change values of the three sets of GCM-runs for all 12 months, we

employ a correlation analysis (Menebo 2020). To this end, we arranged the data such that each dataset (mean changes in
temperature/precipitation) represents a column, and each row represents a month. The correlation matrix was then calcu-

lated to determine the pairwise Pearson’s correlation coefficients (Ly et al. 2018) between the datasets. A correlation
coefficient of 1 indicates a perfect positive correlation (i.e., the two variables move in the same direction), while a coefficient
of –1 indicates a perfect negative correlation (i.e., the two variables move in opposite directions). A coefficient of 0 indicates

that there is no correlation between the two variables. Four correlation matrices compare the full set of GCM-runs as well as
sub-sets of 20 and 10 GCM-runs for mean changes in temperature and precipitation values under each RCP. The analysis for
RCP4.5 reveals significantly high similarity in mean values across the GCM-run sets, as evidenced by correlation coefficients
om http://iwa.silverchair.com/jwcc/article-pdf/15/2/686/1376128/jwc0150686.pdf
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close to 1 for all values. This suggests that even the smaller sub-sets effectively represent the full uncertainty domain. Specifi-

cally, for mean temperature changes, the correlation coefficients between the full-set and 20 GCM-runs and between the full-
set and 10 GCM-runs are approximately 0.98 and 0.93, respectively. Similarly, for mean precipitation changes, the correlation
coefficients are around 0.94 and 0.86 between the full-set and 20 GCM-runs and the full-set and 10 GCM-runs, respectively.

Moreover, correlations within the sub-sets of GCM-runs (20 GCM-runs and 10 GCM-runs) are notably high, reaffirming their
representativeness. For RCP8.5, the correlation matrix for mean temperature changes in RCP8.5 demonstrates a strong cor-
relation between the complete set and both the 20 and 10 GCM-run sub-sets, with coefficients of 0.98 and 0.96, respectively.
Figure 8 | Monthly averages of (a) mean air temperature (�T) and (b) precipitation (�P) for the reference and the sets of GCM-runs. The
reference data sets used for this evaluation include temperature data from ERA5 and precipitation data from GPCP-version 2.3. The GCM-runs
obtained from the refined selection step properly captured the full behavior and uncertainty domain of the full-set ensembles. There is also
relatively considerable divergence among the models in terms of precipitation compared to temperature, showing a broader range of
uncertainty in precipitation and the difficulty of accurate model projection for precipitation.
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Similarly, the correlation matrix for mean precipitation changes under RCP8.5 shows strong correlations, reaffirming the

effective representation of the full uncertainty domain by the sub-sets, with correlation coefficients of 0.98 and 0.98 for
the 20 GCM-runs, and 0.99 and 1 for the 10 GCM-runs, with the complete set. This finding suggests that the GCM-run
sub-sets successfully captured the full uncertainty domain.

After checking the selected GCM-runs’ projected changes in climatic means and extreme indices, their ability to reproduce
the reference precipitation and temperature data is assessed. To this end, precipitation data from GPCP and temperature data
from ERA5 for the reference period of 1981–2005 are used. Figure 8 displays the monthly averages of mean air temperature
(�T) and precipitation (�P) for the reference and the GCM-runs selected during the refined selection process (10 for each RCP).

It is shown that the selected GCM-runs approximately captured the full behavior and uncertainty domain of the full-set
ensembles (i.e., 77 GCM-runs for RCP8.5 and 105 GCM-runs for RCP4.5). Despite the complexity and variability of the cli-
matic conditions, these selected runs encompass a spectrum of scenarios akin to the broader ensemble. We also observed that

there is considerable variability in precipitation across the models, in contrast to temperature, indicating a wider range of
uncertainty in precipitation. Precipitation is influenced by several factors in the WNA such as atmospheric circulation, moist-
ure transport, and terrain, making it more susceptible to uncertainty compared to temperature. As a result, even if we consider

multiple climate model-runs, future projections of precipitation patterns can be highly uncertain (Eden et al. 2014).
Table 1 reports the final four representative GCM-runs (RGCM-runs) highlighted in blue for RCP4.5 and green for RCP8.5

ensembles. The selection for each corner is based on the least averaged normalized distance (average of precipitation and

temperature distances, see Section 3.4.) This method of selection may result in GCM-runs with the lowest P-distance not
being chosen due to a high T-distance (or vice versa). For instance, the CanESM2.r3i1p1 is not selected in the warm and
dry corner of RCP4.5, as shown in Table 1, despite having the lowest normalized P-distance of zero. This is because it has
a relatively high normalized T-distance of 0.53, which results in an average normalized distance of 0.26. On the other

hand, the model CSIRO-Mk3-6-0.r1i1p1 has an average normalized distance of 0.17, with a normalized T-distance of 0.20
and a normalized P-distance of 0.15, respectively. Thus, CSIRO-Mk3-6-0.r1i1p1 is chosen because it has the lowest average
normalized distance in the cold and dry corners. Accordingly, we selected the RGCM-runs that best matched the reference

data for both temperature and precipitation.
As shown in Figure 9, the monthly climatic behavior of the four RGCM-runs from each RCP, in comparison to other sets of

model-runs, is closer to the reference when considering the average �P and �T . The results indicate that for RCP4.5, the MAE of
Table 1 | GCM-runs reduction based on history matching. Distances between GCM-runs and the reference climate dataset for RCP4.5 and
RCP8.5 are given for the reference period of 1981–2005. One RGCM-run is selected for each corner, considering the least averaged
normalized distance (average of precipitation and temperature distances). The blue color highlights the selected RGCM-runs for
RCP4.5 and the green color highlights the selected RGCM-runs for RCP8.5
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Figure 9 | (a) Average �T for the model-run sets from RCP4.5. (b) Average �P for the model-run sets from RCP4.5. (c) Average �T for the model-
run sets from RCP8.5. (d) Average �P for the model-run sets from RCP4.8. The monthly climatic behavior of four RGCM-runs from each RCP is
closer to the reference.
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�T between the reference and RGCM-runs is 0.45, whereas it is 0.58 for the full set. Similarly, for RCP8.5, the MAE of �T
between the reference and RGCM-runs is 0.51, while it is 0.75 for the full set. In �P for RCP4.5, the MAE between the refer-
ence and RGCM-runs is 0.31, while it is 0.42 for the full set. Also, for RCP8.5, the MAE of �P between the reference and
RGCM-runs is 0.25, while it is 0.36 for the full set. Since the MAE for both climatic variables of RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 is
lower in the RGCM-run set compared to the full-set, it can be concluded that the model’s predictions in the RGCM-runs

are closer to the actual values than those in the full set. After thoroughly evaluating a vast pool of GCM-runs in the
WNA, we selected the best ones – four RGCM-runs for each RCP. Our approach considers not only the simulations of
past climatic conditions but also the projected changes in key climatic and extreme indices in the WNA. Hence, the

RGCM-runs for further in-depth study and analysis of climate change in WNA are recommended to pave the way for
better adaptation and mitigation measures to climate change.

5. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

While the current process aims to integrate the most effective aspects of envelope-based and past-performance-based GCM-
run reduction for impact assessments, there remain certain sources of error that require attention. The initial error stems from

prioritizing the envelope of changes in means, potentially narrowing the ensemble’s scope when projecting changes in cli-
matic extremes. As GCM-run reduction based on skill occurs later in the process when fewer GCM-runs are available, the
selected ones may not necessarily be the most proficient in simulating past climate. Notably, Figure 8 indicates significant
://iwa.silverchair.com/jwcc/article-pdf/15/2/686/1376128/jwc0150686.pdf
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winter-time biases in temperature and precipitation in the WNA. Hence, downscaling and mitigating biases in selected cli-

mate models’ future projections become imperative. Another source of error lies in assuming independence among the
model-runs, disregarding model interdependence arising from shared code, validation, or forcing data among some
models. This is especially relevant in our study, where multiple ensemble members from the same GCM’s initial condition

ensemble are included. Future research might consider weighing measures based on CMIP5 model interdependence. More-
over, it is crucial to integrate distance-based approaches and envelope-based techniques for different climatic variables in
other regions to address uncertainties. The workflow can be improved by comparing CMIP5 and CMIP6 GCM-run results,
exploring methods such as fuzzy logic, and integrating downscaling techniques for a more refined selection process. Imple-

menting these enhancements can create a more comprehensive approach, expanding the utility of climate impact studies
across different geographical settings.
6. CONCLUSION

This study aimed to select RGCM-runs for WNA under two different RCPs. We evaluated 105 GCM-runs for RCP4.5 and 77
for RCP8.5 from Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5). To choose the GCM-runs, we considered the simulated

past climate from 1981 to 2005 and projected climatic changes from 1981–2010 to 2071–2100 for each RCP.
In the initial selection step, a subset of 20 GCM-runs for each RCP, with five representing each climatic corner including

wet–warm, wet–cold, dry–warm, and dry–cold scenarios, was selected based on the percentiles of temperature and precipi-
tation changes. The variability in temperature and precipitation changes was notably higher for RCP8.5 compared to

RCP4.5. For RCP4.5, the temperature ranged from 0:76 to 3:80�C, and precipitation ranged from -2.85% to 13.25%. In con-
trast, for RCP8.5, the temperature ranged from 2:78 to 6:31�C and precipitation ranged from –0.39 to 23.50%.

In the refined selection step, changes in relevant ETCCDI indices were calculated and ranked for the remaining 20 GCM-

runs for each RCP. Ten GCM-runs were chosen based on the highest averaged rank scores for each RCP, indicating notable
changes in both mean air temperature and extreme weather events. The selected GCM-runs in this stage showed that the con-
secutive dry days index (CSDI) was projected to decrease by 50.2–86.4% based on RCP4.5 and by 87.8–98.3% based on

RCP8.5. The WSDI was projected to increase by 603.9–1,331.4% for RCP4.5 and 894.1–1,475.5% for RCP8.5. An increase
in WSDI indicated a rise in future maximum temperatures compared to the past.

In the final reduction step, a multi-objective distance-based history matching approach was used to select four RGCM-runs

for each RCP based on their ability to simulate the monthly average mean air temperature (�T ) and precipitation (�P). The
RGCM-run set showed a lower MAE for both climatic variables compared to the full set. Specifically, for RCP4.5, the
MAE of �T between the reference and RGCM-runs was 0.45, contrasting with 0.58 for the full set. For RCP8.5, the MAE
of �T was 0.51 compared to 0.75 for the full set. Similarly, for the �P, the MAE between the reference and RGCM-runs was

0.31 for RCP4.5 and 0.25 for RCP8.5, while 0.42 and 0.36 for the full set, respectively. The consistently lower MAE for
both climatic variables in the RGCM-run set for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 indicated that the model’s projections in the RGCM-
runs are close to the reference values.

After conducting an assessment of a wide range of GCM-runs in the WNA region, the four best-performing RGCM-runs
were selected for each RCP, considering past climatic conditions and projected changes in climatic and extreme indices.
This subset can aid in developing climate change adaptation and mitigation strategies for the WNA region.
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